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Location Analytics in Business: A Position Statement

During an inspiring keynote at AMCIS 2016, Christopher Capelli of ESRI remarked that businesses which ignore location analytics cannot unlock the true potential of their organizational assets. This resonated strongly with me. I have always been excited by the potential for improving decision making using contextually aware and critically analyzed location data. During my professional life as a consultant and project manager, the value of GIS data was critical.

For instance, as a project manager responsible for planning the deployment of low-cost computing devices (the Intel Classmate PC) across 250 schools spread out across Nigeria, an understanding of the role of location was indispensable. At the time, the painstaking process of understanding the different terrains and road networks was done manually and using heuristics. Although the project plans were satisfactory, I couldn’t help wishing for a more data-driven approach. As a doctoral student at the Isenberg School of Management, while I did not have an opportunity to integrate GIS technology into my research, I consistently did so in my teaching using tools like Simplymap and BatchGeo. I exposed students to the principles of static and dynamic location analytics and developed exercises with which they could get hands-on practice with these basic GIS tools.

As an Assistant Professor at the College of Business at Florida International University, Miami, I hope to expand on my ability in this area and provide my students a more in-depth exposure to this area. FIU students are unique in the sense that many of them are first-generation college attendees, have strong and active roots internationally, and are very passionate about learning new and practical skills. Further, the unique geographical location of Miami and the city’s susceptibility to major
weather events translates to an above average interest in geography, location and the analysis of context-based information. Further, the College of Business at FIU considers programming and analytics to be a critical pillar of all business education. Given the critical importance of location-awareness in business today, and the support of my department for cutting-edge program directions, there is immense potential and support for me to develop both a research and teaching profile in this area.

It is also important to point out that FIU students are also passionate about social challenges. As one of only twelve institutions that are classified both as a Research One institution and an Ashoka U Changemaker Campus, there is also unique support for studying challenges faced by society, such as climate change and global humanitarian challenges. The role of location-awareness and location analytics technologies in addressing these challenges cannot be overemphasized. To equip my students to be the kind of changemakers that they want to be, teaching them about this area is essential. Ultimately, this knowledge will also increase their marketability to future employers.

Finally, this opportunity will be valuable for my research program also. Equipping myself to apply GIS will help me close the loop on one of my active research streams. I currently have projects that apply network analysis principles. Location is an important contextual variable that can be integrated as an additional dimension. I have some ideas for doing this based on the principle of brokerage (Gould & Fernandez, 1989) where both the presence of a tie and membership of a reference class can be a basis for understanding important patterns of influence in networks. I look forward to learning more at this workshop and also contributing insights from my current work in this area.
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Camillo Archuleta is a recent MBA graduate from the Isenberg School of Management. He is currently working with the UMass Innovation Institute (UMII). In his role with UMII he is industry facing and is actively engaged in business development across many industries. Before enrolling in Isenberg, Archuleta held the position of Commercial Lines Underwriter for a large P&C carrier located in Worcester, MA. As an underwriter, he had the opportunity to review the operations and risk characteristics of many businesses across multiple industries. Most of his exposures were located in the Northeast but he also wrote business across the entire country. A fundamental business problem in the insurance industry is the management of risk and a key component of risk is the concentration and proximity of both property and people that are covered. As a company, the insurer has to think about how much value they are comfortable with covering within particular geographic area.

Archuleta quickly saw disconnect between the goals of management and the tools that underwriters had available to them in order to do the proper risk analysis. During his time as an underwriter, he continuously built maps and tools that would help people make better decisions. Archuleta never had any official training in the use of GIS systems. He learned everything that he could through ESRI MOOCS and other free courses. His ability to see problems from a spatial perspective gives him a unique filter and ability to understand complex situations.

While at Isenberg, Archuleta developed a passion for processes and the way that businesses operate. There is a clear benefit to incorporating spatial analysis when making business decisions. The greatest contribution that he can make at this time is from the business perspective. He does not have the strongest GIS skills but he does have a growth mind-set and an eagerness to move the field of spatial analysis further into how businesses think about problems and opportunities.

Position Statement

As a recent MBA graduate from the Isenberg School of Management, I believe that there are many ways in which I can help contribute to the workshop and program. In the past, I worked the property and casualty insurance industry. For three years, I worked as a commercial lines underwriter and I had the opportunity to review the operations of hundreds of businesses, primarily across the Northeast but also across the country. A fundamental business problem in the insurance industry is the management of risk. A key exposure is concentration of risk. As a company, we had to think about how much value we were comfortable with covering within a half-mile square.
I quickly saw a disconnect between the goals of management and the tools that underwriters had available to them in order to do the proper spatial and risk analysis. During my time as an underwriter, I continuously built maps and tools that would help people make better decisions. I have never had any official training in the use of GIS systems. I learned everything thing that I could through ESRI Moocs and other free courses. However, all of the things that I did learn helped me when I reentered the classroom as a Graduate Student. My ability see problems from a spatial perspective gave me a unique filter and ability to understand complex situations.

While at Isenberg, I have also developed a passion for processes and the way that businesses operate. In my time at Isenberg, I had the opportunity to learn core concepts of lean operations. I see an intersection between spatial analytics in business and how a business functions. The greatest contribution that I can make at this time is from the business perspective. I do not have the strongest GIS skills at this time but I do have a growth mindset and I am eager to move the field of spatial analysis further into how businesses operate and think about problems.
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Location Analytics in Business: A Position Statement

Location analytics has emerged as a distinct area of interest to scholars and practitioners in the area of decision support and analytics. Particularly, spatial decision support challenges that have traditionally relied on the joint foundations in decision support systems and geographical information systems are poised to leverage recent advances in big data and analytics. This interest is further fueled by external drivers such as mobile device adoption, proliferation of sensors and Internet of Things.

Spatial decision support, also referred to as location analytics, has found applications in many different domains. Applications such as crime prediction based on social media data with location content, optimal placement of wireless towers in rural areas, and so forth are some such examples in non-business domains. Location analytics, has now become more prominent in business applications, and is often referred to as a subset of business analytics, similar to text analytics and streaming data analytics.

Within business domains, different applications leveraging geospatial data are evolving and are presenting new research opportunities. For example, in marketing, enhancing in-store consumer experience through personalization and retargeting consumers outside stores is a pressing issue for
brick-and-mortar stores. A related issue is that of providing an omni-channel experience to avoid consumer messaging fatigue, and achieving consumer engagement—pestering delicate balance. In a different business area such as logistics and supply chain, autonomous drones working on spatial data are being deployed to do more efficient inventory recording and search in warehouse management. These are some examples of analytics applications where location data, in tandem with non-location data, can be integrated effectively. Further, sharing economy presents opportunities for leveraging location data to offer services. Applications like telematics that involve location data are being deployed by many auto insurance companies. In many of these applications, several socio-technical and socio-economic issues have emerged that deserve attention from the research community. In addressing these issues, applying methods from spatial analysis as well as data mining to detect patterns and test hypotheses is key.

As a co-editor of a recent special issue published in the premier *Decision Support Systems* (DSS) journal, the editorial article “Location analytics and decision support: Reflections on recent advancements, a research framework, and the path ahead” (Pick, Turetken, Deokar, & Sarkar, 2017) emphasizes opportunities in two broad aspects:

(a) **Data sources**: Harness newer spatial, i.e., georeferenced data sources, emerging as a byproduct of technological advances and dynamic global environment factors, among others.

(b) **Methods**: Integrate spatial analysis techniques and data analytics (descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive) techniques. This may include conceptual integration.

In terms of application areas, location analytics research needs to be expanded in business sectors that are under-researched, yet present a vital geospatial data platform. This includes real estate, utilities, banking, oil and gas, telecommunications, and insurance, among others. In many of these sectors, strategic, operational, and tactical decision support applications such as resource allocation, location-based marketing, preventative maintenance and planning of infrastructure are still relatively in early stages of maturity. Such applications provide opportunities for research into predictive modeling of geospatial phenomena.

From a methods perspective, analytic models, particularly predictive models that utilize spatial analysis methods such as local indicators of spatial association (LISA) techniques are required. Concerted development of algorithms with geospatial considerations can have considerable impact in the field of location analytics. These analytical methods broadly fall under the design science methodological paradigm within information systems field. Further, in studying research phenomena related to location analytics in business, it can be expected that multi-methodological approaches such as qualitative, quantitative, and design science will need to be harnessed in a synergistic manner to triangulate findings and address research questions of interest.

From a theory perspective, research questions in this area, like many interdisciplinary fields, can tremendously benefit from integration and development of theory that builds on theoretical models, instruments, and evaluation techniques in diverse fields such as information systems, geography, psychology, consumer behavior, and so forth.
In sum, location analytics for business presents strong potential for research opportunities in terms of novel applications, methods development, and theory development. Location analytics in business is poised to push the envelope in terms of how to meaningfully use geospatial data along with non-locational data, ultimately to gain deeper understanding of research phenomena. Leadership workshop on this topic, as being organized by UCSB and Esri, Inc. are indicative of the strong interest from research and practice communities to advance the field.

1 Algorithmic/software integration, and/or integration based on seamless experience to end-users.
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**Position Statement**

I have had a lot of exposure to spatial analysis over the years, but never so tightly coupled with business. I see a profitable intersection between the domain of geographic information science and several big data methodologies advancing in computer science.

Retail is inherently spatial with the coupling of demographic analysis for customer profiling, site suitability analysis, optimized distribution channels, and so much more. While it all seems intuitive, one can find complexity in the sheer volume of data and the rapidly changing landscape of retail.

One or even several off-the-shelf solutions are rarely adequate. The ability to code solutions quickly and effectively is so valuable yet I find that most candidates strong in spatial analysis neglect their coding and communication skills. It may not be realistic to strengthen students in all areas at the same time, but collaborative projects at the undergrad and graduate level can bridge the gap.
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Location Analytics Themes:
Spatial-Temporal Tapestry, Location Privacy, and Spatial Accuracy

Location analytics is not only the intersection of GIS and data science. Location analytics is an emerging field of science where GIS is finally blooming to its full extent. At the root, location analytics is indeed still the application of traditional spatial analysis methods. The availability of new tools to work with spatial data upsurges the need for research and practice in specific areas of location intelligence. There are two main themes in location intelligence that businesses and researchers should put more time into:

- Validating the spatial accuracy of location information and its alignment with the business objective
- Development of real-time and privacy-preserving data collection and location analytics methods to benefit different decision-making processes for businesses and individuals

With some of the newest advancements in Internet of Things (IoT) including location-tracking devices, collection of information has gone too far into people’s [former] private lives. Availability of
spatial big data and the accessibility of tools to create fascinating graphics, has tremendously increased the importance of making true and useful interpretations for businesses and individuals. The goal of location analytics is not to create “beautiful graphics,” but valid and meaningful insights. The question is whether an outcome of location analytics is really going to benefit the specific business process/decision-making? The need for validation of big data and the resulting outcome signals a new form of business practices and responsibilities to monitor the quality of information throughout the location analytics process.

Today’s businesses target individuals to personalize services and products. Tapestry segmentation is a great data source to enhance the location intelligence and analytics capabilities [1]. Current tapestry segmentation does not take into account the spatial-temporal patterns of people’s behaviors. As a result, there is an opportunity to develop more detailed profiles of individuals at different locations and times to infuse neighborhood tapestry segmentation. With the availability of sensor data inside households (e.g., from smartphones, IoT devices, smart assistants) and valuable social media data [2], spatial-temporal segmentation can even go inside homes to see what people do (behavioral analysis) and how they feel (sentiment mining) at different locations within their private life. It may sound creepy and intimate, but people already give up some portion of their privacy in exchange for some benefits and incentives [3]. They even bring their smartphones to bed. Researchers and practitioners should find new ways to keep track of individuals’ data and maximize business benefits, while still preserving individuals’ privacy.
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Spatial Analytics Position Statement

Due to the strategic role of the Internet, the United Nations special rapporteur declared that access to the Internet is a basic human right as it “boosts economic, social and political development, and contributes to the progress of humankind as a whole”. However, a large section of our society still does not use internet (digital divide), or even if they have access they can’t use it well (digital inequality). Scholars attribute these inequalities to geographic divide (difficulty in serving isolated rural areas) and socioeconomic divide (lack of knowledge and resources to effectively use the internet).

Can mobile internet overcome some of the limitations of previous generations of internet to reduce digital inequality? Can it help those who are disadvantaged because of social background, location, or lack of resources? Can enterprises use the unique location from mobile phones to improve their operations? Can e-commerce markets help local businesses sell to national markets? I explore (Figure 1) these socially important questions by examining the mechanisms by which the internet benefits individuals, society and enterprises. In the first stream of research, I use location data gathered from mobile phones to study flow of people in geographic networks. I build a data-driven optimization models that leverage this location data to predict both the number and location of retail stores for a given market. In the second stream, I study the production and consumption of goods (both physical and information gods) in internet enabled markets. I explore how local
businesses can leverage social media to sell their products in national markets. I also study the geographic distribution of internet content creation and consumption. In the third stream, I study the last mile delivery of internet, namely mobile networks and Wi-Fi. I examine how subscribers use these channels in a complementary manner and how this usage is moderated by the location (home, office, restaurants, retail shops etc.). I also look at how mobile internet can reduce digital inequality.

**Figure 1. Research program**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location Analytics</th>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Economic Context</th>
<th>Research Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Markets</td>
<td>Flow of people</td>
<td>Optimization of retail networks, online vs. stores behavior of customers</td>
<td>Machine learning, optimization, natural experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>Geographic Networks</td>
<td>Marker Movement, social media</td>
<td>Econometrics, matching, quasi experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Mile Infrastructure</td>
<td>Online activities across geography</td>
<td>Content creation vs. consumption</td>
<td>Econometrics, field/quasi experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>Urban vs. Rural</td>
<td>Digital Inequality, Knowledge Gap, Complements or substitutes?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coffee shops vs. home etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Geography plays a key element in all my of research questions. I am looking to understand how geography was studied in other disciplines so that I can use this knowledge in my research. Also, I want to develop my skills in the tools and techniques used in the analysis of geographic data. I hope to leverage my research in this area to develop courses on location analytics targeted for graduate and undergraduate students in business schools.
Selwyn Piramuthu is Professor of Information Systems at the University of Florida in Gainesville. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. His research interests include machine learning and cryptography as well as their applications in various domains that include manufacturing scheduling, sensor networks, supply chains, among others.

Position Statement

I am interested in studying location-awareness as a concept, and have briefly studied the use of location information generated through sensors (e.g., GPS) for RFID/IoT authentication purposes and multichannel retailing. I have read about the use of location information for routing in supply chains. I want to learn more about location-related information, its use, and the state-of-the-art from experts at this event.
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Preysner is particularly interested in how companies understand and target customers, and enjoys working with new Esri users to show them how location analytics can help them reach these ends. He has found that companies that have a concrete strategy for deriving and applying location-based insights find the most success—whether they are working with simple demographic overlays of a given market or detailed customer loyalty program data.
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Spatial Analytics Position Statement

The call for participation in the leadership workshop on location analytics in business is directed to early-career researchers. While I am no longer an early-career researcher, my renewed interests in location analytics motivates me to request special consideration. My Ph.D. is from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and was granted in 2003. My dissertation work was focused on spatial analytics using ESRI ArcView. The title of my dissertation is “A spatial decision support systems for planning fixed wireless telecommunications networks.” Out of my dissertation, I was able to publish three peer-reviewed journal articles that had location analytics components. The first was published in Decision Support Systems entitled “Going the last mile: A spatial decision support system for wireless broadband communications.” The second location analytics paper was published in Telecommunications Systems entitled “Addressing universal-broadband-service implications with wireless mesh networks.” The third paper was published in European Journal of Operational Research and was titled “A model for the capacitated, hop-constrained, per-packet wireless mesh network design problem.”

Each of these three papers applied spatial analytics and used optimization to solve a prescriptive analytics problem. Each used ArcView API to add a spatial level of depth to the constraints and objective functions of relevant problems.
Since that time, I have moved away from spatial components of research, but have had a strong desire to reacquaint myself in that area. As analytics have increased in prominence of research, my original training has also increased in relevance. I am still on the front side of midway through my career, and I see many opportunities to publish location analytics research, in addition to teaching opportunities. I have started a couple projects with our state department of transportation, where they have massive datasets at fine levels of spatial granularity, and would like to apply analytics to enable location sensitive decisions. I believe there are some interesting opportunities in this area. Additionally, I have been working with a manufacture of large-scale equipment that contains telematics data including GPS, and there are some interesting analytic questions involved.

My university has a strong relationship with ESRI, and I have access to the necessary tools. However, as it has been some time since I last worked with spatial data, and I found publishing my spatial decision support papers to be difficult in that it was not widely used in business journals, I think the time has changed for viability of location analytics paper in the business domain.

So, I would ask that you consider my application to participate in this workshop, even though I am not early-career. I do see a strong likelihood that I will be working in this area for many years to come, and would like to opportunity to engage with other likeminded scholars.
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Location analytics and business-oriented research are all about optimization. Although my experience with geography and GIS is limited, I have expressed interest in the topic of optimization since my introduction to geographic information systems. For my final project during my introductory GIS course, I evaluated the efficiency of library placements in my county in terms of patronage and distance traveled by patrons. I later led a more extensive GIS project for the nutrition department at my university wherein I developed an interactive mapping tool of the food sources, public health indicators and demographic data in the 16 countries that make up East Tennessee for the use of any academician, policymaker or activist to study local trends in nutrition and health. This was to ensure that reliable methods are used to improve food access so that people are positively impacted and funds are not wasted.

This intersection between social issues and GIS/GIScience would serve as my focus and my intended contribution to this workshop and to this emerging field. Specifically, I would hope to apply these questions, topics and technologies for nonprofit businesses that address UN Sustainable Development Goals. SDGs are valuable in condensing and prioritizing the most vital needs of the population today. In terms of food security and nutrition, for instance, the Huff Model—which is used to calculate the probability that a person from any given location will visit a particular store and predict the sales potential of potential store locations—has been applied alongside a number of other models to determine spatial rates of high food insecurity in the Minneapolis area. It would be fascinating to explore this and similar models further through this workshop.

I am currently a first-year graduate (MA/PhD) student in the Department of Geography at UCSB in the STKO lab. I finished my undergrad in the spring, where I studied an interdisciplinary course
titled Computational Social Science, for which I took classes in GIS, data mining and analytics using R and NCSS, database management, more advanced HTML skills, and network analysis using Gephi, as well as courses in sociology, political science, information science and the non-profit model. I graduated with a minor in Business Analytics. I therefore supply both an interdisciplinary perspective and prior knowledge of business analytics themes and goals, as well as strong communication skills and adaptability to new material and perspectives.
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Comparative analysis for p-median problems: A Position Statement

P-median problem is widely used for location analytics in business. The p-median problem has attracted more attentions[1]. There are hundreds of methods for solving p-median problems[2]. Heuristic methods can get approximate solution for p-median problems within short time. Integer linear programming and formulation method can be used for finding an optimal solution via linear programming solver over long time. It is important to analyze efficiency of different p-median problems. We explore a benchmark framework to comparative analysis for p-median problems.

There are four types of methods were implemented for benchmark of comparative analysis for p-median problems, including open source linear programming solvers, commercial linear programming solvers, heuristic methods and formulation methods. In this study, we used open source solver (Google Or-Tools, Soplex, Qsopt), commercial solvers (Gurobi, Cplex 12.7.1) for get an optimal solution. Teiz_bart, Simulation Annealing[3], Variable neighborhood search[4] and GRASP[5] are tested as heuristic methods for approximate solution. BEAMR[6] and Radius[7] are used as formulation methods. 40 files test data set came from Beasley files.
Flowchart shows how these steps interacting in the benchmark framework (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Flowchart of benchmark framework for p-median problem

Results show that Soplex works best from open source solvers, Gurobi performs much faster than Cplex, GRASP is the fastest algorithm among heuristic methods, BEAMR is better than Radius method. GRASP can be used for finding approximate solution for p-median problem. Gurobi is first choice to solve p-median problem as integer linear programming method. We can use BEAMR to solve a huge p-median problem. GRASP can be used for finding approximate solution in the first phrase, Gurobi can be used for integer linear programming.

In this research, the benchmark framework was able to provide comparative analysis of the efficiency for p-median problems. Further work in this area will implement methodology of BEAMR for solving huge p-median problem (over 10000 nodes). In addition, we can use hybrid parallel framework to improve performance for p-median problems. Pointer networks of machine learning framework for the p-median problem will be evaluated in the future work.
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